Vasty Wilds is a game for two to four players
in which small creatures scamper through an
expanding forest and chase after objectives.
To win the game, a player must collect five
objectives (four objectives in a three-player
game or three objectives in a four-player game).

The game contains the following components:
90 Cards (1 Home card, 12 Root cards, and 77 Forest cards)
4 pawns
8 damage markers
20 objectives (5 each of 4 colors)
8 Status Tokens (2 each of Sword, Shield, Poison, and Curse)
2 six-sided dice (a die is referred to as 1d6 in the rules)

Card Placement
Each card has a red arrow at the top, and most
have a blue dot lower on the card. As long as the
red arrow on the placed card goes over a blue dot
on the target card, the orientation is valid.
< Red Arrow
Blue Dot >
card can’t be placed so it overlaps more than one card.
** AA card
can’t be placed in a position that would leave no
places for an opponent to place a card on her next turn.
* A card can’t be placed so it hangs off the edge of the table.

Game Setup

1. Place the Home card (Fig. 1] ) in the center of the table.
2. Shuffle the 12 Root cards (Fig. 2). Each player rolls
a die, and the player who rolls highest draws a Root
card and places it on the Home card. Play proceeds
clockwise with each successive player drawing a root card
and placing it. Place all 12 Root cards in a two-player
game, 8 Root cards in a three-player game, and 6 Root
cards in a four-player game. An example of one possible
Root card layout is shown below (Fig. 3).
The player who rolled highest then takes a status token
at random and places it on any space on the board.
Each other player places a random status token on the
board as well until each player has placed one status
token. A player who lands on or passes through a space
containing a status token can claim the token or give it
to any other player.

(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 2)

This is an example of one of the
possible ways to arrange the
Root cards at the beginning of
the game.

(Fig. 3)

3. Shuffle the forest cards (Fig. 4) and
set them within easy reach of all players.
Place the four status tokens near the Forest card pile. Each player places her pawn
on the center section of the home card and
draws three forest cards. Every player is
given objectives matching the color
of the pawn the opponent to her (Fig. 4)
left is using. Each player receives five objectives in a
two-player game, four objectives in a three-player game, and
three objectives in a four-player game.

The green arrows indicate legal placements
for this card. The red arrows indicate illegal
placements that would cause the path to
double back on itself. A card placement
can’t overlap more than one card.

(Fig. 5)

If this card is placed thus:
1. the player’s pawn removes one damage marker.
2. the player moves her pawn two spaces.
3. the player moves an opponent one space.
4. the player deals one damage to an opponent.

The player who rolled highest at the outset of the
game takes the first turn. Play then proceeds clockwise.

Player Turns

A player has two options on her turn: Place or Redraw:
1. Place: Place a Forest card on an available space. When
a player places a Forest card, the player gains progress
and an opponent suffers a misfortune. Misfortune spaces
are at the top of the card with a red arrow and white
border. Progress effects are at the bottom of the card
with a blue dot and black border. All progress effects
of the chosen space are resolved, the card is placed,
then all misfortune effects are resolved. See (Fig. 5)
above for an example of order of operations. The player
then draws cards until she has three.
2. Redraw: Roll a die, move that many spaces, place
all cards in hand under the draw pile in any order, and
draw three new cards. The redraw option can’[t be used
if the draw pile is empty.

Movement

Progress effects allow a player to move her pawn around
the board. Taking the redraw option also moves the
player’s pawn around the board. Each misfortune section
on a card (the section outlined in white) counts as one
space. A player must move her pawn the full distance
indicated unless the pawn moves through a space containing
one of her objectives. If a player’s pawn passes one
of her objectives, the player ends her movement and
collects her objective. A player can’t collect more than
one objective during her turn.
After collecting an objective, the player may return her
pawn to Home and remove all damage markers. Returning
to Home after collecting an objective is optional, but
no damage markers are removed if the player chooses
not to return to Home.
A pawn can’t move into a space it previously occupied
during a turn; backtracking within a turn is not allowed.

Damage

Each player’s pawn is undamaged at the beginning of the
game. When a pawn takes damage (either from misfortune
effects or from dueling) a damage marker is added to
the pawn. When the pawn would gain a third damage
marker, the pawn is returned to Home and all damage
markers are removed.
Some Forest card effects heal (remove) damage markers.
Passing by Home or landing on Home also removes all
damage markers from a pawn.
A Damage
Marker

Placing Objectives
Many progress effects include the
text ”Place Objectives.” Each player
places an objective for the player
to her left, starting with the player to the left of the player who
placed the ”Place Objectives” effect.
In other words, your opponent to
your left places your objectives
for you. The placement of objectives
Objectives
then proceeds clockwise.
Example: in a three-player game, the
first player
places a card on a space
with a “ Place Objectives” effect. The
second player would place an objective
for the first player, the third player
would place an objective for the
second player, and the first player
would place an objective for the
third player.
Objectives may be placed only on
Misfortune (white-bordered) spaces.

Dueling
When passing another player’s pawn, the moving player
(only) can choose to initiate a duel. The moving player’s
pawn stops in the opponent’s space and moves no
farther until the duel is resolved. Both players roll a
die. The player who rolls lower gains a damage marker.
The player who initiated the duel wins ties.

Endgame

The Forest card draw pile may run out before any player
collects the required number of objective tokens to win
the game. If a player doesn’t have a card in her hand
to play and the forest card pile is empty, she rolls
1d6+3 and moves that many spaces. Each player does this
in turn until one player has collected enough objective
tokens to win the game. If all objectives have not been
placed when the Forest card pile has been exhausted, place
all remaining objectives.

Status Tokens

Curse: A player with the curse token subtracts
1 from any die roll (to a minimum result of 1).
The player retains the curse token until she rolls
a natural 6 or collects an objective.
Poison: A player with the poison token reduces
any movement by 1 (to a minimum of 1 space). The
player retains the poison token until her pawn is
returned to Home.

Shield: A player with the shield token reduces any
damage taken by 1 and rolls a die. If the roll is
1, 2, or 3, she loses the shield token.
Sword: A player with the sword token adds 1
to her roll when engaged in a duel. If the
player’s duel roll is a 1 or 2, she loses the
sword token.

Only two copies of each status token can be in play at
any time. If an effect would grant a third copy of a
token already held by two players, that effect is wasted.

Progress Effects (Black-bordered areas on cards)
Gain shield token: Gain the Shield status token.
Gain sword token: Gain the sword status token.
Heal (X): Remove the indicated number of damage markers from the player’s
pawn.
Move (X): The player moves her pawn the indicated number of spaces.
Move 1d6+2 (on a 1, take 1 damage): Roll a die, add 2, and move that
many spaces. If the die roll is a 1 (even if modified by an effect such as a
cursed token), gain one damage marker.
Move 1d6+4 (on a 1 or 2, take 2 damage): Roll a die, add 4, and
move that many spaces. If the die roll is a 1 or 2 (even if modified by an
effect such as a cursed token), gain two damage markers.
Place objectives: All players place objectives as outlined above.
Swap objectives: Exchange the positions of any two objectives on the
board.
Remove one token: Remove one status token from any player.

Misfortune Effects (White-bordered areas on cards)
Choose next card opponent plays: Choose one opponent. On her next
turn, look at her cards and choose which one she will play. She may not
choose to redraw on her turn. The opponent still makes all placement and
effect choices for the card played. If your opponent does not have a valid
placement for any of the cards in her hand, she skips her turn.
Choose opponent’s movement next turn: Choose one opponent. Control
the movement of her pawn on her next turn.
Deal (X) damage: Add the indicated number of damage markers to one
opponent’s pawn.
Duel opponent, winner moves loser 1d6: Initiate a duel with an opponent
even if the pawns do not share a space. The player who loses gains a damage
marker as normal. In addition, the winner moves the loser’s pawn 1d6 spaces
in the direction of the winner’s choice.
Move opponent (X): Move an opponent’s pawn the indicated number of
spaces in any direction.
Move opponent objective 1d6: Roll a die. Move an opponent’s objective
that many spaces.
Opponent can’t heal next turn: No effect can remove damage markers
from the chosen player’s pawn until after the end of her next turn. Even
passing through Home will remove no damage markers from the player’s pawn.
If the pawn is returned to Home because it gained three damage markers, a
single damage marker is removed.
Opponent can’t move next turn: One opponent can’t move her pawn
on her next turn. Effects that swap pawns or send a pawn to start work
normally.
Opponent discards card of your choice: Look at an opponent’s hand
and select one card. That card is placed at the bottom of the Forest deck.
At the end of the opponent’s next turn she draws an extra card so her
hand size is again three.
Opponent gains Curse token: One opponent gains the curse status token.
Opponent gains Poison token: One opponent gains the poison status token.
Opponent loses next turn: One opponent skips her next turn.
Remove one objective: Remove any one objective from the board. Return
it to the player who placed it.
Send one pawn to Home: Choose one pawn on the board. Return it to
Home and remove all damage markers.
Swap tokens with opponent: The player exchanges status tokens for an
opponent’s status tokens. If the player has no tokens but the opponent does,
the player gains the opponent’s tokens and the opponent will have none. If
the opponent has no tokens but the player has tokens, the opponent gains
the tokens and the player will have none. If neither player nor opponent have
status tokens, there is no effect.
Swap two pawns: Exchange the positions of any two pawns on the board.
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